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INTRODUCTION

In early January, 2015, it came to my attention that an experience of speaking in false
tongues has crept in among prominent Seventh day Adventists (SDA) within the Region of SDA churches of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines.

This booklet answers the claims made by
an SDA Pastor’s wife in a bible study document circulated to members of a prayer
group; claims that the tongues spoken of in
March chapter 16 as well as 1 Corinthians
14 are “angelic tongues”, unknown to humanity and that their experience of meaningless gibberish corresponds with the gift
of tongues received by the disciples in
Acts chapter 2.

It also gives historical evidence of the
problem of false tongues and fanaticism in
early Seventh-day Adventism as met by pioneers such as Ellen G. White from about
1854 and highlights her prophecy of the return of such fanaticism near the close of

probation.
Finally, the booklet exposes doctrinal heresies identified in prayers published to SDAs
and others to learn and pray, as evidence of
spiritualism creeping into the church in
these latter times.

I dedicate this booklet especially to Seventh
day Adventists in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Please put away all prejudice and
give yourself a chance to consider rationally
what is shown in these writings. May God
bless you with his Holy Spirit so that you
and all who read it may know the truth
about the true biblical tongues, that you may
be able to reject spiritualism and fanaticism
of false tongues and other unsanctified behaviors. Amen.

Anesia O. Baptsite

EXPOSING FALSE TONGUES IN
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISM
1. The Bible warns that in the latter times

some in the church will depart from the
faith of Jesus Christ 1 Timothy 4:1
2. We are also warned that some will not endure sound doctrine but will turn away
from the truth, following after teachers of
fables or falsehoods. 2 Timothy 4:3-4
3. In light of these things we are told that All
scripture is our only safeguard to teach us
doctrine, among other things. 2 Timothy 3:
16-17
4. Therefore we must study the scriptures.
And our study must rightly divide the word
of truth so that we will not be mislead by
misapplication of the word. 2 Timothy 2: 15
FALSE TONGUES AMONG SDAS
IN ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
Among some Seventh-Day Adventists in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines is the belief that
the church should be speaking in tongues
through the laying on of hands of ministers. A
Pastor’s wife known as Sis. S. has not only
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been reported to speak in tongues but also to
be encouraging speaking in tongues activity
among Seventh-day Adventists who gather
with others for prayer meeting. She has also
distributed papers with written prayers for
persons to learn to pray accordingly. We will
address these prayers later.
Another SDA Pastor’s wife known as Sis. F.
has distributed a paper entitled “Speaking
With Tongues-Biblical Facts” in which she advocates speaking in tongues among Seventhday Adventists, while chiding them for being
“uncomfortable with the use of tongues in the
church”. Her presentation may be summed up
in the following points:
I. That Tongues are unknown tongues that
are tongues of angels.
II. That speaking with tongues is emphasized
as a sign of the believers and should be
used in the church despite the absence of
an interpreter.
III. That Seventh-day Adventism’s rejection of
Tongues is hypocritical.
Careful examination of Sis. F’s bible study
presentation however, reveals the following:
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1. Misapplication of scriptures and at times
contradictions thereof.
2. Lack of diligence in bible study to understanding meaning of words.
3. Rejection of plain bible truth to follow her
own way.
4. Deceitful mixture of truth and error in the
presentation making it easy to deceive the
mind that is untrained in bible study.
EXAMINATION OF SIS. F’s POSITIONS
A. In point#1 of Sis. F’s bible study paper, she
said: “Speaking with tongues is the ability to
speak with men of other tongues in their
tongue (Acts 2:7,8) and/or with angels in
their angelic tongue (s)-see 1 Corinthians
13:1-as the Spirit gives utterance; for it is a
gift of the Spirit.”
B. This statement mixes truth with error. It is
true that to speak in tongues is to speak in
the tongue of men of other tongues than
your own. However, there is no evidence in
scripture that God gives the believer the
ability to speak with angels in their angelic
tongue. Paul’s reference to this here was
simply for emphasizing that the believer
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would be worth nothing if he doesn’t have
charity (love) despite having any ability to
speak in different tongues of men or angels.
C. Scriptures show that when angels address the
saints, they speak in tongues or languages understood by the saints because they communicate
instructions, revelations and such like to them.
There is no need for man to communicate with
angels in their tongue or language. Even Paul says
that when someone speaks with a tongue they
speak unto God and to themselves-1 Corinthians
14: 2,4,28. He doesn’t say they speak to an angel.
(You will see why this point is important as we address later claims of Sis. F about angel tongues).
D. Now in point #4 of Sis F’s study paper, she
sets out to explain what occurred in Acts
chapter 2. She said: “This was a visible manifestation of the Holy Ghost who was present
to speak to the multitude of people through
these Galileans. The Holy Ghost came with
the gift of interpretation of tongues for the
sake of the hearers, so that as they were
spoken to by Galileans, regardless of their
mother tongue, they would understand what
these Galileans were saying to them, as if
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the Galileans were speaking their language.” (emphasis supplied)
E. Now this explanation does two things: Firstly, it contradicts the first claim made by Sis.
F who said earlier that speaking in tongues
is “the ability to speak with men of other
tongues in their tongue...as the Spirit gives
utterance” Why now does she describes the
disciples at Pentecost’s experience as one
which was “as if the Galileans were speaking their language”? Secondly, it imposes
on to the scripture something that is not
there by claiming that the Holy Ghost
played an interpretation role, rather than
the role of miraculously imparting the ability to the Galileans to speak different languages unknown to them at birth.
F. In other words Sis. F is saying that the Galileans were really speaking in Galilean but
somehow the Holy Ghost caused the people
of different languages to hear what the Galileans said in their own languages as if the
Galileans were speaking that language indeed. This is a lie. It is also absurd and
paints the Holy Spirit as a deceiver. It is either he can indeed impart the gift/ability or
5

he cannot. There is no pretending with the
Holy Spirit who is God in nature.
G. The scripture is clear when it says in Acts
2:4 “And they were filled with the Holy
Ghost, and began to speak with other
tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.”
The Galileans actually spoke with other languages. The phrase “other tongues” in Acts
is glōssais heterais in the original Greek. It
means “Tongues other or different, meaning different than their own native
tongues” Spiros Zodhiates Th.D, The Complete Word Study Dictionary New Testament, p. 375 The Galileans actually spoke
in different tongues from their own native
tongue. It wasn’t a trick of any sort as suggested by Sis. F. The Holy Spirit gave the
miraculous ability to the Galileans. He did
not play an interpretation role.
H. Sis. F continues with her false imposition
unto the scriptures by claiming: “It was the
Spirit speaking and the same Spirit was giving the interpretation.” Again, nothing
could be further from the truth. The bible
plainly states that the Spirit gave the disciples utterance. In other words, the disciples
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spake as the Spirit gave them ability. It is
not the Spirit that was speaking and interpreting.
I. The Greek word translated “utterance” is
apophtheggomai. Consider the explanation
from Dr. Spiros below:
J. “To utter, declare, speak. This is the verb used to
indicate the discernable utterance of the “other
tongues” in which the Holy Spirit enabled the believers to speak at Pentecost. Acts 2:4 says, “as the
Spirit gave them utterance.” The word “utterance”
is the infinitive appophtheggesthai, to form the
sounds of the words. They were the sounds of
known dialects (Acts 2:6,8) understood by the
people present.” Spiros Zodhiates Th.D, The Complete Word Study Dictionary New Testament, p.
242 (Emphasis supplied)
K. Notice that the Greek rendering for utterance shows that when the Spirit gave the
disciples utterance, he gave them the actual
ability to “form the sounds of the words”.
The Galileans actually formed with their
mouths the sound of the words that the
people heard in their own dialect. They truly “began to speak with other tongues.”
L. Dr. Spiros also commenting on Acts 2:4 ex7

plains: “The idea here is that the Holy Spirit
gave the ability to these Jews at Pentecost
to say certain things in languages other
than their own with sounds that were not
gibberish but were well formulated syllabic utterances which could be understood by others.” Ibid, p. 905.
M. The interpretation of Sis. F is clearly proven to be false and unbiblical. It should not
be accepted and or followed.
N. Now in point #5 of Sis. F’s bible study paper she emphasizes speaking in tongues as
a sign of the believers. She cites Mark chapter 16:17,18 and puts the following words
in capitals, emboldens and underlines them
“THEY
SHALL
SPEAK
WITH
NEW
TONGUES” Then Sis. F gives a commentary
on the word “new” which concludes in saying the “new tongues” are “a tongue of angels”. Let us examine these two points.
O. Jesus Christ explains in March chapter 16
that those who believe in him and is baptized shall be saved. He then speaks of
signs that shall follow believers and says in
Mark 16:17-18- “And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall
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they cast out devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; They shall take up serpents;
and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall
not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover.”
P. Christ did not say that these signs are
proof of one’s salvation. He establishes in
the verses before that as long as a person
believes the gospel and is baptized he shall
be saved and that he that believeth not is
damned. Mark 16:15-16.
Q. It is also not correct to emphasize just one
of these signs because several are listed.
The question could be reasonably asked of
Sis. F who emphasizes speaking in new
tongues- why is there no taking up of serpents and drinking of deadly things without hurt, among you? The reality is that
these signs follow the believers according
to need in the church for the purpose of
convincing unbelievers of the truth of the
gospel through miraculous gifts given to
the saints.
R. Now as for Sis. F’s definition of “new
tongues” in Mark 16:17, there is another error concerning the meaning of “new
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tongues”. Sis. F says, “The word translated
“new” comes from the Greek word kainos
[Strong’s 2537], which also means “fresh” or
“unused”. A “new” or “unused” tongue. Is
more likely a tongue of angels, than of men,
since the tongues of men are very much
used, and therefore not new”
S. What does “new tongues” really mean when
Christ says that “they shall speak with new
tongues”? Is it a tongue of angel or nonhuman tongue as Sis. F claims?
T. In the Greek the word Tongue means language. The Greek word for Tongue is glōssa
-“Metaphorically, speech or language. Of a
particular language or dialect as spoken by
a particular people.” Spiros Zodhiates Th.D,
The Complete Word Study Dictionary New
Testament, p. 375 (emphasis supplied)
U. Notice above that tongue is a particular
language spoken by a particular people. In
other words it is a human language. Is this
the same kind of word used in Mark 16:17?
Yes it is. The phrase “new tongues” in Mark
16:17 is the Greek glōssais kainais. It
means “qualitatively new, to speak languages not known to them before, means to
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speak in or with tongues other than their
own native tongue (Mark 16”17)” Ibid, p.
375 (emphasis supplied)
V. Thus, Jesus was saying that the believers
shall speak with new languages or dialects
other than their own human native language. This has nothing to do with a tongue
of angels as Sis. F claimed. Consider also
the meaning of the word “new”. In the
Greek it is Kainos and it means
“Qualitatively new. In the sense of other,
i.e., foreign or different from their own
mother tongues (Mark 16:17). Nevertheless,
they were languages, equal to dialects, spoken by other groups of people.” Ibid, p. 804
(emphasis supplied). It is clear that Jesus
was saying that believers shall speak in new
languages they didn’t know before but
which are at the same time human languages known by other people in the world.
Jesus was NOT speaking about a tongue of
angels.
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SIS. F ON 1 CORINTHIANS CHAPTER 14
A. In point #6-7 SDA Pastor’s wife Sis. F continues her bible study paper on tongues by
referring to 1 Corinthians chapter 14. In
summary she does two (2) things: Firstly
she claims that tongues spoken of in 1 Corinthians 14 is angelic tongue ad secondly
she rejects Paul’s admonition that if there
is no interpreter of tongues in the church
the speaker thereof should be silent.
B. Sis. F says, “THE UNKNOWN TONGUE which
Paul makes reference to in 1 Corinthians 14,
is undoubtedly the “new” or “unused”
tongue in the above reference, and the angelic tongues of 1 Corinthians 13:1. The
tongue of angels is used to speak with God
in the spirit: 1 Corinthians 14:2 “For he that
speaketh in an unknown tongue speaketh
not unto men, but unto God; for no man understandeth him; howbeit in the spirit he
speaketh mysteries.”
C. In an earlier booklet, I explain the truth
that the word “unknown” is in italics because it is a supplied word. There is no
word translated unknown in the original
Greek. In points 14 and 15 of the said book12

let I said, “Furthermore, in the Interlinear
Greek-English New Testament by George
Ricker Berry, pages 459-462, the phrase
used throughout the verses in 1 Corinthians 14: 2, 4, 13, 14, 19 and 27 translated
“in an unknown tongue”, omits the word
“unknown” altogether. The Greek phrase is

γλώσσῃ

and Berry shows in his diction-

ary that its literal translation from the
Greek is “with a tongue” or sometimes “in
a tongue”. There is simply no Greek word
translated unknown in these verses. It does
not exist in the original text. We therefore
conclude that the real translation from the
Greek to English is “a tongue” and not
“unknown tongue”. Anesia O. Baptiste, The
Biblical Doctrine of Speaking in Tongues
Explained, p.8
D. Therefore the reader is not to be confused
into thinking that the tongue with which
Corinthians spoke in the church was a language unknown to humanity. It was a foreign tongue which the congregation/church
could not understand and therefore did not
edify them. It was not an angelic tongue as
Sis. F claims. Therefore when Paul admon13

ished in 1 Corinthians 14:2 that he who
speaks “in a tongue” (this is the correct rendering) speaketh not unto men but unto
God because nobody understands him and
in the spirit (or experience) he speaketh
mysteries, he is simply saying that when
one in the church speaks a foreign language
which is not spoken by the rest of the congregation, he is not speaking unto the people there present because they do not understand what he is saying. Only God understands the speaker.
E. The context of verse 2 is seen in verses 1
and 4. Paul is dealing with spiritual gifts in
the church and explains that while it is
good to desire spiritual gifts, he would especially rather that they desire the gift of
prophesying or preaching because as he
says in verse 4, he that speaketh in a
tongue edifieth himself but he that prophesieth edifieth the church. This is because
as he said in verse 2 when one speaks in a
foreign language to a church body that is
not learnt in that language then he doesn’t
speak to anyone there (speaketh not unto
man) because nobody in the congregation can understand him (no man understandeth him).
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F. In point #7 of her study Sis. F plainly rejects scripture admonition through Paul by casting doubt
upon what Paul says in 1 Corinthians 14:5. Paul
said “ I would that ye all spoke with tongues,
but rather that ye prophesied; for greater is he that prophesieth than he that
speaketh with tongues, except he interpret,
that the church may receive edifying.”
G. Sis. F said, “Is it a question of what PAUL
PREFERS OR DESIRES, or what the Spirit
would have one to do at a given moment? Is
Paul saying that if the Spirit comes upon
you, and you find yourself speaking in an
unknown tongue, while you are praying in
church, and no interpreter is around, you
should quench the Spirit, because Paul
would much rather hear you prophesying?
What if the Spirit would not have you to
prophesy?” (The emphasis in bold above are
done by Sis. F)
H. This is outrageous! Paul is speaking by inspiration of God. He says in 1 Corinthians
14:37 “If any man think himself to be a
prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge
that the things that I write unto you are the
commandments of the Lord”. (emphasis sup15

plied). How dare Sis. F insinuate that Paul is
merely giving his preference without inspiration of the Holy Spirit? Does she not remember that all scripture (including Paul’s
letter to the Corinthians, is given by inspiration of God and is profitable for doctrine…? 2 Timothy 3:16
I. The context of Paul’s admonition about not
speaking in tongues except there is interpretation for edification of the church, is
the problem of speaking in foreign languages which the church does not understand. Why would the Spirit prompt one to
speak in foreign language to a congregation
that does not and will not understand him
or her? The Holy Spirit who is God “...is not the
author of confusion but of peace, as in all churches of the saints.” 1 Corinthians 14:33
J. To insist in speaking in a tongue (it is not some
unknown angelic tongue as Sis. F claims) in the
absence of an interpreter is not the work of the
Holy Spirit. This is contrary to scripture counsel
and the Holy Spirit does not work against the
scripture.
K. Remember the scripture says in 1 Corinthians
14:27,28 “If any man speak in a tongue, let it
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be by two, or at the most by three,
and that by course; and let one interpret. But if there be no interpreter, let him
keep silence in the church; and let him
speak to himself, and to God.” And John
16:13 and John 17:17 put together shows
that the Holy Spirit guides into all truth and
the word of God is truth. Therefore the Holy Spirit does not operate against the word
of God-the scriptures.
L. Thus, Sis. F’s claim that she has the Holy
Spirit that can tell someone to speak in
tongues in the absence of an interpreter is
a lie-a lie against the Holy Spirit and this is
dangerous as it is what characterizes blasphemy. Dear reader do you see what dangerous ground has been trod here?
M. And as if this wasn’t enough, listen to Sis.
F’s suggestion that the Holy Spirit and Paul
lack “spiritual discernment” and that they
have a problem with offense. She says:
“Here is where spiritual discernment comes
in. If one is praying, and she/he says a few
words in an unknown tongue, one who is
Spiritual will be able to discern that the person, of necessity is addressing an angelic
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presence or magnifying God in the Spirit,
and will not be offended because of the lack
of an interpreter, especially if the majority
of the prayer is clearly discernable.”
N. Dear reader are you as horrified as I am? It
is the Holy Spirit-God himself who inspired
Paul to write and instruct the church that
people should be silent if they wish to
speak in tongues and there is no interpreter. Yet this SDA Pastor’s wife Sis. F claims
that to get offended because someone
speaks a few words in tongues where there
is in interpreter means such a person lacks
spiritual discernment.
O. This is nothing less than charging God
himself with the lack of fallen humanity.
How could she so loosely speak regarding
the inspired work of God? What necessity
would there be to address an angelic presence when in the first place you have broken the counsel of the Holy Spirit that you
should not speak in tongues if there is no
interpreter? And what angelic presence
could you be addressing when the tongue
in 1 Corinthians 14 is a human language?
And which God could you be magnifying in
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the Spirit when you are rejecting the inspired word which his Spirit reveals? Furthermore, how could you charge God with
offense? God says do not speak in tongue if
there is no interpreter but Sis. F says that
people shouldn’t get offended if one speaks
in tongues where there is no interpreter.
P. Also Sis. F sets a new standard for people
to follow that we could speak in tongues in
the absence of an interpreter just as long as
“the majority of the prayer is clearly understandable”. Says who? Not God, not the Holy Spirit, not the bible, not Paul, not Apostolic Christianity! This claim of Sis. F is adding to the scripture and taking away from
it. It is changing God’s word and setting
one’s own interpretation as the word for
the people to follow. This is an individual
behaving as god with God.
Q. You see dear reader ,this is the unsanctified, ungodly experience false tongues gives
to a person. This departure from the words
of faith results in deception and giving
heed to seducing spirits (experiences) and
doctrines of demons. Look at the way Sis. F
has spoken of God’s Holy Spirit! You cannot
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follow this experience, charging God himself with such ills and be saved dear reader.
R. After all these horrible claims against God,
Sis. F has the audacity to cite verses 39 and
40 of 1 Corinthians 14, conveniently repeating Paul when he said that we must forbid
not to speak with tongues. She says, “Notice
also how Paul ends his discourse: 1 Corinthians 14: 39,40: “Wherefore, brethren, covet
to prophesy, And FORBID NOT TO SPEAK
WIH TONGUES. Let all things be done decently and in order.” (the emphasis is hers).
S. Indeed Paul is not against the speaking in
tongues but in the Spirit of God he explains
when tongues is beneficial and when it is
not. Sis. F rejects what she wants and takes
what she wants, conveniently. This is not
rightly dividing the word of truth.
T. The final point of Sis. F’s study cites texts
in the book of Acts which show the believers in the early church spoke with tongues
as they received the Holy Spirit. This is true
and I have no contention with it. However
when such truth is mixed with errors as
pointed out above it only serves to deceive
untrained minds. This is truly unfortunate.
20

Besides, the tongues with which they spoke
were recognizable languages and not some
claimed ‘angelic tongue’ which is really babblings and meaningless gibberish uncommon to any human language in existence.
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CANIBALISM, SUPERSTITION &
GROSS SPIRITUALISM IN PRAYERS
AMONG SDAS IN SVG

I do not take pleasure in highlighting this
creeping darkness which is coming into the
SDA churches through the experiences of
some who have departed from the words of
faith and good doctrine. Nevertheless I must
expose it that those who may be helped can
receive help indeed.

At the same time I was presented with the bible study paper of SDA Pastor’s wife Sis. F, I
also received copies of prayers on paper distributed I was advised by another SDA Pastor’s wife we will call Sis. S. This material exposes a preoccupation with the receiving of
the gift of the Holy Spirit which is understood
to be a manifestation of gibberish from the
moth. It also exposed belief in cannibalism,
superstition and just plain spiritualism (or the
working of evil angels or demons) among professed Christians.
Follow me as I point out just a few of these
22

prayers. I refer to a paper entitled “PRAYERS
TO CANCEL BAD DREAMS”. I will list some of
the prayers of the 24 prayers listed on the paper.

A. Prayer#1 says “O Lord, perform the necessary surgical operation in my life and
change all that had gone wrong in the spirit
world, in the name of Jesus”.
B. Prayer#8 says “All spiritual animals (cats,
dogs, snakes, crocodiles) paraded against
me should be chained and return to the
senders in the name of Jesus”
C. Prayer#9 says, “Holy Ghost, purge my intestine and my blood from satanic foods
and injections.”
D. Prayer#10 says, “I break every covenant
and initiation through dreams in the name
of Jesus.”
E. Prayer#11 says, “Let all avenues of eating
or drinking spiritual poisons be close in the
name of Jesus.”
F. Prayer#12 says, “I drink the blood of Jesus
(physically swallow and drink it in faith)”
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G. Prayer#13 says, ‘Let all evil feeders warring
against me drink their own blood and eat
their own flesh in Jesus name”
H. Prayer#14 says, “I command all demonic
food utensils fashioned against me to be
roasted in Jesus name.”
I. Prayer#19 says, “Let the fire of the Holy
Ghost destroy any evil list containing my
name in Jesus’ name.”
J. Prayer#23 says, “I render all evil night creatures powerless in the name of Jesus.”
K. Prayer#24 says, “I cough out and vomit any
food eaten from the table of the devil in the
name of Jesus.”



Observe the belief in superstition –
reference to animals which the prayer believes can harm them spiritually. Also reference to demonic food utensils. This is belief
in magic. So is the belief in “evil list containing” one’s name.



Note the cannibalism where people are told
to pray to drink the blood of Jesus and actually asked to physically drink it “in faith”,
however possible that could ever be. Where
24

are they finding Jesus’ literal blood to
drink? Jesus said “It is the Spirit that
quickeneth. The flesh profiteth nothing.
The words that I speak they are spirit and
they are life.” John 6:63. Also, there is a
prayer to wish that one’s enemies drink
their own blood and eat their own flesh.
This is cannibalism.


‘Satanic food”? “cough out and vomit” food
“eaten from the table of the devil”? These
are not intelligent presentations in prayer.
If the saint follows God such would not be
his or her experience.



It is no wonder that in the same prayer
meetings attended by Sis. S, members fall
down to the ground, under the so called influence of the Holy Spirit and vomit substances from their mouth and are told that
they have vomited out demons.



All these manifestations are accompanied
with noisy speaking in false tongues which
are gibberish, babblings and unintelligent
and incoherent sounds which cannot be understood. Persons display all manner of behaviours with their bodies which are unintelligent. Yet these are all attributed, false25

ly, to the work of the Holy Spirit.


In Seventh-day Adventists history, early pioneers of the church such as Mrs. White
spoke of their facing off with such fanatic
manifestations in 1854 and subsequent
years. In harmony with the word of God-the
bible– she admonished against them and
she also warned that they would be seen
again the church in the future when Christ
is about to come.



Consider these things and times in which
we live dear reader.
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A BRIEF LOOK AT FANATICISM IN
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISM
This section of the booklet is by no means exhaustive. However I wish to highlight some aspects of Seventh-day Adventism’s experience
facing what Mrs. Ellen G. White called fanaticism in the early times of the church’s history.
I feel it is necessary to revisit this as we consider what is happening among SDA church
members in St. Vincent and the Grenadines today.
I will show two (2) facts:
1. That false tongues was also manifested
within early Seventh-day Adventism and
that it was refuted by God through the writings of Mrs. Ellen White and the church’s
own confrontation of the manifestations,
exposing them to be false.
2. That false tongues and the other unsanctified behaviours which attend its manifestations was prophesied by Mrs. White to return in the last days just before probation
would close upon humanity.
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FALSE TONGUES IN EARLY ADVENTISM
In her address to the General Conference leaders in the 1893 session Mrs. White said, “We
have nothing to fear for the future," she said,
"except as we shall forget the way the Lord has
led us, and His teaching in our past history” Ellen G. White, Life Sketches, P. 196
Even before the development of false tongues
in the Pentecostal movement of Azusa street
in 1901, the Seventh-day Adventist people developed out of the Advent movement of 1844,
faced the threat of fanaticism with its false
tongues as early back as 1854.
In a reprint of 12 articles originally published
in August of 1972 and in March, April and August of 1973 in the Review & Herald, authored
by Arthur L. White, grandson of Ellen White,
we find accounts of the early SDAs experiences with false tongues speaking in the church.
FACE TO FACE WITH THE SPURIOUSThe Michigan Experience of 1853
One by the name of Elder Loughborough is
said to have recorded an incident which took
place in Michigan in 1853 during the visit of
Mrs. White and her husband James White to
28

that area. Please read carefully.
“With Elder Loughborough they were to hold meetings in four or five places such as Tyrone, Jackson,
Bedford, Battle Creek, and Vergennes, where there
were groups of believers. In a vision soon after arriving in Michigan, Ellen White was shown certain persons and certain companies that they would meet in
connection with their itinerary. When she had written this out she asked Elder Loughborough to make
a copy for her.
The copying of the material made a deep impression
on Elder Loughborough's mind. He read of a woman
who exerted considerable influence among the Sabbath keeping Adventists in her community, but who
was an impostor, and who, when reproved, would
stand and say, "God--knows--my--heart."
Arriving at Vergennes some days later, Ellen White
recognized the place as the one where she would
meet the impostor. She also recognized the believers
as they arrived in their wagons for the Sabbath
morning services. She pointed out to those who were
close to her that those in the first wagon were not in
sympathy with the woman, while another group was,
and another group was divided, and so forth. While
James White was speaking, a woman of impressive
bearing entered with two men. The two men walked
up to the front, and the woman took a seat near the
door. Ellen White soon followed her husband in
speaking.
29

She introduced her remarks by exhorting ministers
to be careful lest they mar the work of God. She said
God would not call a woman to travel about the
country with a man other than her husband. Finally
she said (as reported by Elder Loughborough):
"'That woman who just sat down near
the door claims that God has called her
to preach. She is traveling with this
young man who just sat down in front of
the desk, while this old man, her husband
--God pity him!--is toiling at home to
earn means which they are using to
carry on their iniquity. She professes to be very holy--to be sanctified.
With all her pretensions and talk
about holiness, God has shown me
that she and this young man have
violated the seventh commandment.'"--Review and Herald, May 6,
1884.
Everyone turned toward the woman, wondering what her response would be. After about a
minute she arose, and with a very sanctimonious look, said, "God--knows--my--heart." These
were the precise words the vision two weeks
before had predicted her response would be.”
Arthur L. White, Charismatic Experiences in
Early Adventist History. P.9
Dear Reader, continue to follow carefully and
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observe how the church confronted this woman by putting her claims to speak in biblical
tongues to the test. She was fully exposed
through the investigation God lead his church
to conduct. The account continues:
“During the noon intermission at the home where
the Whites and Elder Loughborough were entertained, Mrs. White was given another vision. Coming
out of the vision, she related still further what the
Lord had shown her regarding the woman on whom
attention had been focused:
"'This woman professes to talk with
tongues, [Ellen White said,] but she is deceived. She does not talk the language
she claims to speak. In fact, she does not
talk any language. If all the nations of
the earth were together, and should hear
her talk, no one of them would know
what she says; for she merely goes over a
lot of meaningless gibberish.'"--Ibid., June
10, 1884.
Imagine Elder Loughborough's surprise, on returning
to the place of meeting to find this woman speaking
in what she claimed was the language of the nearby
Garlic Indian tribe. She said the Lord was sending her
to them as a missionary. Here is what Loughborough
heard: "Kene keni, kene keno, kene kene," et cetera.-Ibid.
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At a meeting she held the next day, this woman
spoke on the subject of holiness, and during her talk
broke out again in the unknown tongue.
An Indian who had been invited to come in to hear
her speak his language jumped to his feet, declaring:
"Very bad Indian that! Very bad Indian that!" When
asked what the woman said, he declared: "Nothing;
she talk no Indian."
A few days later in the presence of an Indian interpreter who knew 17 of the languages, she spoke and
prayed in her gibberish, and he declared that she had
not uttered a single Indian word. Her influence was
short lived, not only because of this experience, but
because of the disclosure that the man with whom
she travelled and lived was not her husband. This in
time was confessed.” Ibid, P.9
What an exposure dear reader! Notice that the professed speaking in tongues proved to be nothing but
meaningless gibberish which could not be recognized by native speakers of the language the woman’s lying claim said she spoke. We must not be
afraid to confront and expose false tongues where it
exist for the very preservation of the church from
such false experiences.
The Wisconsin Experience– 1860 and 1861
Now in this case we are told:
“Involved were T. M. Steward and his wife, early be32

lievers in that State, who had come to some position
of leadership, and a certain Solomon Wellcome family.
The Wellcome family, first-day Adventists from
Maine, had settled in Wisconsin in the late 1840's. In
the mid-1850's two sons accepted the Sabbath truth
and began preaching their new convictions. Solomon
Wellcome soon made the acquaintance of T. M. Steward. From the beginning it was clear that Wellcome
entertained spurious views in regard to sanctification:
"I was shown that Elder K [Solomon Wellcome] was upon dangerous ground. He is
not in union with the third angel. . . . He
has brought along with him a theory of
Methodist sanctification, and presents
that in front, making it of the highest importance. And the sacred truths applicable to this time are by him made of little
consequence. . . . Satan has controlled his
mind, and he has done great injury to the
cause of truth in northern Wisconsin."-Testimonies, vol. 1, p. 335.
Precisely what was involved in this false sanctification Ellen White did not disclose. There is an interesting historical record describing exercises taking place
in a Methodist church in that area at about that time:
"Someone begins to sigh here, now there--an 'AH!'-an 'Oh, oh!' escaped many a breast. Ever more nu33

merously and louder became these "Ah's!' and
'Oh's!' till finally all quiet and order seemed to be
broken up. I must have had least 30 eyes and ears
in order to see all these gestures and to hear all
these pious groans. . . . A woman tore her hat from
her head, threw it away, and rumpled her hair. . . .
Here a woman gazed heavenward, clutched her
bosom as if nothing less than spiritual emotion
would be found in it and uttered the words: 'Come,
my Jesus, come my dear Jesus, my dear lover,' etc.
Here and there again one uttered merely the syllable 'Ji! Ji!' springing up from his seat each time as if
a wasp had stung him. . . . One ran forward and
fell on the floor and several danced about him as if
they were possessed and cried out: 'The Spirit has
overcome him! He has received the Holy Spirit,'
etc."--Wisconsin Magazine of History, June, 1942, pp.
463-465.*
After learning of the growing fanatical spirit in Wisconsin, James White left his wife with a new-born
son, John Herbert, in Battle Creek to visit Mauston
and other church groups. He was not well received;
his report of his misgivings for the future of the
church in Wisconsin is significant:
"We think it our duty to state something
of the appearance of this work here,
which is called by some 'The Reformation,' but to us it looks more like a deformation. . .While we were preaching,
a sister broke out in an opposition
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shout, so we waited some time for
her to get through. It was with difficulty that we finished the discourse.
. .We leave these dear, mistaken friends
with our pity and our prayers."--Review
and Herald, Nov. 13, 1860.
At first Steward and his close associates responded only partially to James White's reasoning and appeals. But before long it became
clear that what had been attributed to God
originated with the great adversary. The Review and Herald of January 22, 1861, carried a
statement entitled "A Delusion Confessed"
written by T. M. Steward:
"To all the dear saints scattered
abroad: "As the question has often
been asked by my correspondents,
'What is the nature of the work at
Mauston?’ I would now like to give
you my views in regard to it. Further, I feel it my duty to do so; I feel
I am fully prepared to do it; and my
prayer is that the Lord will save us
from all the delusions of Satan in
these last days.
"You are well aware that the work
had just begun when Brother White
was here, and of course I was not
decided. I begged of them to let me
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alone until we had investigated the
subject to our satisfaction. I had
reasons for doubting, but I wanted
to give it a thorough testing.
"The reason I advocated it, was not
because I was established in it, but
because I could not see anything
trampled under foot regardless of
feelings. So I watched it with intense
anxiety. At times I detected faults,
but then I was answered with, 'It
shall all be made plain by and by,'
which made me look for plainer
demonstrations. At times I would express doubts and the answer would
come, 'Doubt not.' So I would have
to give it up for the time. Then I
would try to reason with, and advise
them to let judgment decide. But
then it would be shown that I was in
a dreadful trial or under a temptation. So I finally thought that I
would let it develop itself."
Then Steward discussed some of those who were involved in these experiences, the visions they alleged
to have had, and how these visions seemed to be in
harmony with the message:
"We had as we supposed many of the
gifts. But I was not satisfied with the de36

velopment of these gifts. But on the night
of January 2, while at Portage, it did
begin to develop a new feature, and all
that were together and under its influence completely lost control of themselves (or gave up to be controlled by the
unseen power), and the scenes that
followed I cannot describe. I was
away at Cascade holding meetings,
having left the day before. These
scenes commenced at Brother
Billings', where there were present
my wife, Sister Kelley, and Brother
and Sister Billings. These scenes
continued until the evening after the
Sabbath, when they became convinced that it was a delusion. And
now we are unanimous in pronouncing it the work of the enemy. We fully and freely denounce it. I love the
truths of the third angel's message
as ever, and I intend to advocate it
to the world. Brethren, beware of
the strong delusions of these last
days! This sketch will give you our
views in regard to the nature of it.””
Ibid, P. 10
My dear reader do you see the things the
church endured? It is strongly believed that it
was the influence of Solomon Wellcome upon
Steward and we see that Steward at one point
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confessed that he saw something wrong with
the manifestations. He even warned the brethren to beware of strong delusions. Oh but
there is more. Let us consider what happened
at Portland, Maine in 1864 and 1865.
“ For years the work was weakened by the fanatical
elements. One of these in the middle 1860's was carried on by an S.C. Hancock, who was a Sabbath keeper but deeply immersed in ecstatic experiences, particularly that of tongues. The Review and Herald of
March 14, 1865, carries a short item from a Mrs. D.
A. Parker of Portland, Maine, in which she describes
her experience. She goes back to 1854 and a timesetting movement. It was at that time that she heard
the doctrine of the Advent, and, as she said, "gladly
embraced the view that Jesus would come in the fall
of 1854." But this time movement proved to be unreliable and false. Mrs. Parker tells the story:
"Just

at this time a class arose who
claimed that they had the true light
on 'rising and trimming their
lamps,' 'the latter rain,' and 'the
gifts being restored in the church.' I
searched the Scriptures and found
that the gifts were for the church,
and believing that we were the people of God, I went fully with that
movement and received in a short
time what I then really believed to
be the 'gift of tongues,' and sincere38

ly followed in this way until about
six months ago, when my mind became unsettled in regard to their
genuineness, as there were some
things which seemed very strange to
me at times. I heard things in the
'tongues' which I had no confidence
in, and after seeing results, was still
more shaken in my position. At our
conference in Portland, about three
months ago, I became completely
disgusted with our position. . . .I will
specify a few exercises: Talking with
tongues, dancing in the Spirit, and
swimming in the Spirit. With the
tongues I was in full sympathy, but
not with the dancing and swimming,
which were exercises peculiar to Elder Hancock. More I might speak of,
but let this suffice. I can say now
that I am thankful that my eyes
have been opened to see these delusions which I have sympathized with
in part since '54; for I partook of the
same views and spirit with those
with whom I was united. "--Pages 116,
117.
Now with this background we will turn
to Testimonies for the Church, volume 1, and hear
from Ellen White as she comments on this experience in Portland, Maine:
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"Some of these persons have exercises which they call gifts and say that
the Lord has placed them in the
church. They have an unmeaning
gibberish which they call the unknown tongue, which is unknown
not only by man but by the Lord
and all heaven. Such gifts are manufactured by men and women, aided
by the great deceiver. Fanaticism,
false excitement, false talking in
tongues, and noisy exercises have
been considered gifts which God has
placed in the church. Some have
been deceived here. The fruits of all
this have not been good. 'Ye shall
know them by their fruits.'
"Fanaticism and noise have been
considered special evidences of
faith. Some are not satisfied with a
meeting unless they have a powerful and happy time. They work for
this and get up an excitement of
feeling. But the influence of such
meetings is not beneficial. When the
happy flight of feeling is gone, they
sink lower than before the meeting
because their happiness did not
come from the right source. The
most profitable meetings for spiritual advancement are those which are
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characterized with solemnity and
deep searching of heart; each seeking to know himself, and earnestly,
and in deep humility, seeking to
learn of Christ. . . .
"There are wandering stars professing to be ministers sent of God who
are preaching the Sabbath from
place to place, but who have truth
mixed up with error and are throwing out their mass of discordant
views to the people. Satan has
pushed them in to disgust intelligent
and sensible unbelievers. Some of
these have much to say upon the
gifts and are often especially exercised. They give themselves up to
wild, excitable feelings and make
unintelligible sounds which they call
the gift of tongues, and a certain
class seem to be charmed with these
strange manifestations. A strange
spirit rules with this class, which
would bear down and run over anyone who would reprove them.
"God's Spirit is not in the work and
does not attend such workmen.
They have another spirit. Still, such
preachers have success among a
certain class. But this will greatly in41

crease the labour of those servants
whom God shall send, who are qualified to present before the people
the Sabbath and the gifts in their
proper light, and whose influence
and example are worthy of imitation."--Pages 412-414. (Emphasis
supplied.)
And then Ellen White comments:
"Some rejoice and exult that they
have the gifts, which others have
not. May God deliver His people
from such gifts."--Ibid., pp. 418, 419.
And she asks whether the people involved
who exercise these gifts are "brought into the
unity of the faith? And do they convince the
unbeliever that God is with them of a truth?"
And her further observation is significant:
"When these discordant ones, holding their different views, come together and there is considerable excitement and the unknown tongue,
they let their light so shine that unbelievers would say: These people
are not sane; they are carried away
with a false excitement, and we
know that they do not have the
truth. Such stand directly in the way
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of sinners; their influence is effectual to keep others from accepting the
Sabbath. Such will be rewarded according to their works. Would to
God they would be reformed or give
up the Sabbath! They would not
then stand in the way of unbelievers."--lbid., p. 419.
With this firm counsel given by Ellen White,
based on the visions God gave her, the fanatical element among the Sabbath keepers in
Portland, Maine, was soon quenched. It is little
wonder that as she came face to face with ecstatic experiences in the years to follow that
she should approach them guardedly, cautiously, probing to discern the true elements
involved.”
My dear Reader, this review of some history of
the church in facing fanaticism is indeed telling and as indicated before it is by no means
exhaustive. There is one more important point
I must leave with you dear reader. Mrs. Ellen
White, upon considering the manifestation of
fanaticism in the SDA churches in Indiana had
a startling statement to make about what God
had revealed to her concerning the church’s
future and this problem of fanaticism.
In a statement read by Mrs. White before the
ministers at the General Conference on April
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17th, 1901 she said the following:
“Instruction has been given me in regard to the
late experience of brethren in Indiana and the
teaching they have given to the churches.
Through this experience and teaching the enemy has been working to lead souls astray.” Ellen G. White, Selected Messages Book 2, P 32
“The manner in which the meetings in Indiana
have been carried on, with noise and confusion, does not commend them to thoughtful ,
intelligent minds. There is nothing in these
demonstrations which will convince the world
that we have the truth. Mere noise and shouting are no evidence of sanctification, or of the
descent of the Holy Spirit.” Ibid, P. 36
“The Lord desires to have in His service order
and discipline, not excitement and confusion.
We are not now able to describe with accuracy
the scenes to be enacted in our world in the future; but this we do know, that this is a time
when we must watch unto prayer; for the
great day of the Lord is at hand. Satan is rallying his forces. We need to be thoughtful and
still, and to contemplate the truths pf revelation. Excitement is not favourable to growth in
grace, to true purity and sanctification of the
spirit.” Ibid, P. 36
“The things you have described as taking place
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in Indiana, the Lord has shown me would take
place just before the close of probation.. Every uncouth thing will be demonstrated. There will be shouting, with drums, music, and dancing. The senses of
rational beings will become so confused that they cannot be trusted to make right decisions. And this is
called the moving of the Holy Spirit.” Ibid, P. 36
You need to wake up to the realities of what is happening among you dear Seventh day Adventists. You
need to repent of this apostasy and go back to the
old landmarks of pure faith of the word of God. Reject these errors being spread by those among you
and accept bible truth to bring about a revival and
reformation of original seventh-day Adventism and
ancient Apostolic Christianity such as what the independent Thusia Seventh day Adventist Church
holds. We welcome you with open arms. Join us and
let us finish the work and bring Christ back soon.

With Love,
Sis. Anesia O. Baptiste
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